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USE

CASE

Monitoring Pump Infrastructure
Visualizing Water and Wastewater Pump Systems to Detect and Prevent Asset Failure

SOLUTION

CHALLENGES
•

•

Process experts are required to monitor
an Intricate pump system moving massive
amounts of water
Limited visibility to key pump conditions
leads to equipment failure

RESULTS
•

•

Visualize events for multiple pumps in
situational awareness dashboard indicating
normal operation or signs of failure
Trigger condition-based notifications of data
anomalies, reducing downtime with early
warning detection

Engineers translate process knowledge into
monitoring criteria
TrendMiner provides a self-service analytics platform, putting the
contextualized data in the hands of process experts. Engineers
can use the tool’s search functionality to set monitoring conditions.
The dashboard below left shows statuses for pumps over the
last 30 days. On top, the status of each pump is displayed. In the
middle, one counter shows the number of high vibration periods,
and the other gives the number of malfunctioning pumps. The
bottom trend overlays vibration readings for each pump as an
aggregated real-time value.
The Gantt chart on the right provides a view of all pump runs
in a defined time period. Blue boxes indicate normal operation,
yellow boxes show occurrences of high vibration, and the wrench
indicates a maintenance event.

CHALLENGE

Monitor entire pump system to ensure smooth
operation
Pumps are an integral part of water and wastewater operations,
moving massive amounts of water on a daily basis. The
complex systems of pumps require constant observation
for signs of malfunction to ensure consistent movement of
water throughout the treatment process, and engineers are
challenged with monitoring multiple pumps at once for any
variation to normal conditions.
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RESULTS

Situational awareness dashboard alerts operators
to abnormal vibrations to prevent malfunction
By combining the information into different dashboard views,
engineers can constantly monitor vibration levels to prevent
costly pump failures and unplanned downtime.

Swan-Black is a TrendMiner partner leveraging more than 30 years of experience with industrial
automation solutions to provide a unique focus on advanced analytics. We strive to make the unknown
obvious and accessible within your industrial data; driving improved, repeatable decision-making
through accelerated time to insight.
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